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The continued expansion of the nuclear reactor facility and the
nuclear engineering program makes it desirable that a neutron
spectrometer be available at the reactor facility.

This unit would

be available for use in graduate and undergraduate laboratories and for
graduate

researc~.

A single crystal, white radiation spectrometer including collimator,
automatic controls, and shielding was designed and constructed.
The performance of the unit was checked using LiF and Cu crystals.
A rocking crystal curve and a
crystal.

e - 28 curve was obtained with each

The effective neutron temperature was then determined from

the LiF crystal

e - 28 curve.
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

fi.rst suggested in 1936 that the motion of neutrons could

be determined by wave mechani cs, and therefore, they could be diffracted
by crystalline materials 0

The diffraction of x-rays had already been

verified by Von Laue in 1912 o

Experiment al demonstration of neutron

diffraction was performed by Halban and Preiswerk {1936) and by Mitchell
and Powers (1936) ,,

These experiments used radium-beryllium sources

which did not produce monoenergetic neutrons o The neutron intensity
was also low o Neutron diffraction be came of real interest with the
advent of nuc le.ar reactors wh.i ch provi.ded a source of neutrons of
suffic:f.ent intensi.ty to make detailed studies possible o
The f irst true neutron spe.ctrometer or diffrac tometer was constructed
by Z1nn at Argonne. Nati.onal Lab orator:les in 1945
The di.ffraction of

x-ray ~:~

17

•

and neutrons in a crystal can be described

by Bragg • s equat. i on 16
n)• ..,

2d sin

(j

where nl.. 1.8 some inte.g:r a.l multip l e of the wavelength. 1.., d is the interplaner s·pacing and o 1.s t.he angle· of incidence of the beam onto the crystal .
Coherent reflection occ.urs only when this equation is satisfied.

Non-

coherent s c at.teri.ng als o occurs, but the i.ntensity i s usually far below
that of the cohe.rent beam ,,
reflect1.ons would be.

Normal ly n is taken as one and higher order

onsi.dered undes i rable i nterference .

Since the

reflected beam leaves the c.rystal at an angle equal to the angle of
inc1.dence, i t can be aeen that i f the. crystal rotates through an angle
that the reflected beam will rotate through an angle 26 with respect
to the ·incident be.am .

.e

2

Neut rons have t.w;:> advant.age.s -:>ver x-rays in
These advantages are that

n~ut rons

d~ffraction

studies:.

will penetrate further into heavy

element materials and neut rons r.: an be used to easily determine the
1
locati.on of light atoms i n a c rystal lattice ,.

The second advantage is

due to the fa c t that t he s c at.t er i ng cross section is relatively independent
of the atomi.c number ,
Much of the neutron d.tffracti.on work being done today involves the
detailed study of c rystal structure .
energetic source o f neutr ons .

This type of work. requires a mono-

However, the neutrons coming from a reactor

are not monoene:rget1.c but. have an e.nergy d1.str1buti.on des cribed by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann equat.1.on

4

€

where n equals the number of neutr ons, K equals the Boltzmann's constant

{1..380 x 10

-·23

j oule6 ' molecule. -

K), T equals the temperature ("K),

and E fs t he energy of the neu r. r ons tMev) "
One of the comm on me.t .hods of obt ait~..l ng a monoe.nergetic beam of neutrons
f.r> to use one crystal (gene:.r ally le.ad, :>r berylli.um) as a monochromator .

The wavele.ng t h of t h.e. neutrons refle.c t.e.d at an angle 9 from the crystal
or .11n angle. 29 from the pr imary beam is determined by using the Bragg
equation.

The sample to be studied 1s then placed in the secondary beam.

that ls, r-.he be·am of neutrons af le.cte.d from the monochromator crystal.
The ene.rgy of the be..am str l ldng the sample c an be·. changed simply by
changing the angle between the sample and the prilnary beam.

r.t, howefve .r. . only one crystal is used, the number of neutrona reflected
at

~~e~ &ngle~

tr.t'Vt.

e sb.o uld

be propo rt.1onal to t.he number of neutrons with a

leuat·h satiaty i.ns the Braga • .quat ion for that angle "

Using thia

3

8

fact, the neutron spectrum can be measured •
follow the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

The results should
The effective neutron

temperature, which is generally 50 - 150 °C above the moderator
temperature, can be determined by applying the Maxwell-Boltzmann
e.quatf.on to the s.pectrum obtained experimentally
General Design Features:

18
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To define the beam direction, a col-

limator is placed in the primary neutron beam; thi.s limits the divergence,
or angular spread of the beam from the axis of the beam.

The design of

this collimator varies with the type of experiments to be performed.
For accurate resonance analysis the horizontal angular divergence of
the neutron beam should be on the order of one or two minutes of arc

14

•

Many other neutron diffraction experiments including reactor spectrum
measurements make a coarser collimation desirable.

A divergence of
8

about 10 minutes of arc is a good compromise for a universal collimator •
One common method for obtaining good collimation while maintaining
a reasonable sized opening is to use a number of parallel channels.
type of collimator is called a Soller Collimator"

This

Collimators of this

type were first used in x-ray work.
In general it is desirable that some sort of adjustable crystal
posi.tioning device or goniometer be used.

This goniometer should have

two axes of horizontal position denoted x and y, so that the crystal
can be accurately centered over the axis of rotation.

Also, two

ax.es of rotation phi (¢) and chi (x) should be available for proper
orientation of the crystal planes.

The center of rotation for these two

axes should be the center of the crystal face.
are shown in Figure 1.

These axes of rotation

4

z

Axes of Moti.on
Figure. 1

5

Two types of detectors are in general use

in neutron diffraction.

Thes·e are boron triflouride (BF ) proporti.onal counters and fission
3
counters ~

The BF

3

counters normally use a high enrichment

10
B and operate at a gas pressure of 40 to 70 em Hg.

( ~ 95%)

of

Although boron

1
v

has an approximate - reaction cross section, the counters are designed
so that they are essentially black to thermal neutrons; therefore, the
sengitivity is nearly constant.

The fission counters use highly

enriched (90%+) U235 as the fissioning material.

The sensitivity

235
would vary as the fission cross section of u
which is not

lv .

The shielding around a neutron diffraction experiment must comply
with Title 10 Part 20 of the United States Atomic Energy Conunission
regulations .

In general the radiation level in an area open to normal

access must be less than 2. 5 mr/hr .
Sh:f.elding 1.s generally much more of a problem with a single crystal
unit than for the double crystal Wlit .

In a double crystal unit the

monochromator crystal can be moWlted in a large stationary shield with
a small slot. t.o extract a neutron beam for the second crystal.

The

primary neutron beam and the gamma beam from the core are attenuated
by the stationary shield .

The only other shielding needed is a beam

catcher behind the second crystal to attenuate the secondary neutron
beam.

There are essentially no gamma rays outside the stationary shield.

However, in the case of a single crystal diffraction unit, the crystal
must be in the primary beam from the reactor.

The crys-tal cannot be

mounted in a stati.onary shield and a slot used as in the case of a
monochrom at n r si.nce a large scan angle is necessary .

The neutrons can

easily be stopped with a beam catcher, but the gamma rays present a
problem.

One solution to this problem is to place a lead plug in

6

front of the collimator .

However, incoherent scattering of the neutron

8
beam will occur in the lead •

The maximum thickness of lead that can be

used is limited by the fact that only a certain amount of scattering can
be tolerated .

The University of Maryland Reactor (10 kw, pool type) is

using a single crystal unit with no gamma shielding in the primary beam
in

2

front of the crystal •

A 16-inch-thick lead beam stop serves to

attenuate both neutrons and gammas; this is placed behind the diffraction
unit . · The Livennore Pool Type Reactor (2 Mw) uses a 6-inch-thick lead
plug at the front of the beam tubes.

The diffraction unit is enclosed

wi.th a 4-inch-lead wall in the path of the gamma beam.

Water tanka are

placed around the unit to provide additional shielding.
A beam catcher can be constructed from borated paraffin.

At least

0 . 3 pounds of boric acid per pound of paraffin should be used in the
region where the beam strikes the paraffin.

The advantage to borated

paraffin over, say, cadmium and paraffin laminated is that no capture
gamma r ays are emitted when boron absorbs a neutron.

In addition,

a borated paraffin beam catcher is cheap and easy to construct.
The detector shield, which can also be constructed of borated
paraffin, normally serves as a beam catcher for the reflected neutrons.
The shield alao serves to shield the detector from neutrons other than
the reflected beam .

This often requires more shielding than would be

required to attenuate the secondary beam .
It has been previously stated that as the cryst·a l rotates through
an angle

e.

the reflected beam rotates through an angle 26 .

From this

fact, some form of coupling with a 2:1 ratio between the detector arm
and the crystal table is des irable.

Two types of coupling can be used,

7

mechanical or electrical.
t h e use o f gears

Mechanical coupling can be achieved through

8 13 6
or t h e use o f stee 1 tapes r iding over stee 1 d rums ' ' •

11

The electrical coupling uses a separate pulsed stepping motor to drive
the crystal table and the detector

10 5
' •

A 2:1 ratio is obtained by the

use of a multivibrator to obtain a 2:1 pulse ratio.

Electrical coupling

readily lends itself to automatic operation.
Description of Equipment in Use at Other Facilities:

The new double

crystal at Argonne's CP-S reactor uses three interchangeable Soller
Collimators with horizontal divergences of 21.2 minutes, 27.7 minutes,
and 58.8 minutes

10

•

These have openings of 0.756 x 1.874 inches,

0.599 x 1. 741 inches and 0.393 x 0.393 inches, respectively.
Some work has been done using coated channels in a Soller Collimator
in an attempt to reduce reflection from the walls.

Cadmium coatings on

7

the surface of the channel walls have very little effect •
acid

(c14a28 o2),

Tetradecanoic

also known as myristic acid, has been found to provide

excellent reflection suppression.

A 2 mil thickness will completely

mask the reflection properties of the base material.
The Harwell BEPO single crystal spectrometer unit uses a collimator
consisting of 14 strips of steel 0 . 022 inches thick and 59 inches long
separated by 0.088 inches thick steel spacers

13

.

The final aperture is

1. 6 inches square .

The University of Maryland Reactor uses lead blocks with an opening
2
cut through the blocks as a collimator •

The single channel measures

1/2 inches horizontal by 2 inches vertical.

The diffraction unit at the Livermore pool type reactor provides the
4 axes of motion, previously described, plus rotation about the vertical

.
3~8
axis f or crysta 1 ang 1 e a 11gnment
•
the three rotational motions .

Electric motors are used to drive

Remote readout of position is obtained

8

by use of syncb.o-·torctue transmitters and receivers which are used to

operate Veeder-Root registers.

The Livermore group calls their crystal

positioning device an Eulerian cradle.
Two different positioning devices are in use on tb.e large diffraction
units at Argonne National Laboratory .

One is a universal goniometer

which provides motion in the x, y, $, and

x directions 11 ' 8 •

This

goniometer is capable of supporting a load in excess of 100 pounds.

lt

was designed to support cryostats or furnaces as desired.
The second type is the full circle goniostat
full ci.rcle rotation in the

~

12 •

This unit provides

direction plus provisi.ons are made to

rotate th.e crystal about its axis in the plane of the

~

rotation.

Several neutron di.ffraction units now in use have been set up for
automatl.c operat.i.on..

Included in these automatic units are the large

diffractometer& at Argonne National Laboratory
and a uni.t at Kj eller, Norway

15

10 11
• , the BEPO unit 13 ,

•

In general these units are programmed to take a count at one angle
setU.ng • print out or store in a memory the angle setting and counts,
rotate to a new angle and then repeat the process "
than one sample is studhd at a given angle "

In some cases, more

The aarnplea can be

changed automati.cally: then afte.a: the series of samples haa been run,
t.he unj.t rotates to a new angle then repeats the process.
The latest unit in operat1on at Argonne National Laboratory uaea a
punched paper programming tape to control the sequence of operations,
This gi.ves t.he unit great flexibility.
Data Obtainable with Single Crystal Diffractometers:

The neutron

energy distribution can be described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation
as previously discussed .

The so called ''white radiation" which is

9

used with a single crystal diffraction unit should follow a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution.
Normally, two types of curves are obtained with a single crystal
unit .

The first is a rocking crystal curve which is taken with the

detector fixed at some angle .

A series of counts is then made as the

crystal is rotated through the angle which gives peak counts from the
detector.

If the detector is fixed at an angle of 2a then the peak wi.ll

occur when the crystal is at an angle of a.
Sailor, et al,

14 has shown that the rocking crystal curve in a beam

of white radiation can be approximated by a normal distribution with a
standard deviation ,,

for the distribution

E2
J(E) • J(O) exp - ---2o2
and
ll =

b
----=-

W =----=a~

zhln2

2hln2

where J(E) is the probability of finding a mosaic block with a tilt
between E and E + dE, J(O) is the normalization constant, b is the mosaic
s·pread of the crystal, and a is the horizontal angular divergence of the
neutron collimator .
For a normal distribution the full width at half maximum equals S where

From the above and the fact that the horizontal angular divergence of
the collimator can be calculated, the mosaic spread of ·tne crystal can
be evaluated.

10

The second type of curve which is normally obtained i.s a 8 - 2 8
curve.

A 8 - 28 curve yields a neutron spectrum which should follow the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution fairly closely.
for background by running

.
a second

curve (8

+

The curve can be corrected

) - 28; where

~

~

is some

angle just large enough to place the detector out of tb.e refracted beam.
Thi.s angle can be determined from the rocking crystal curve.

The angle

would be that angle just beyond where the peak. joins the background region.
The counts obtained would be subtracted from the counts obtai.ned at
correspondi.ng 28 angles of a 8 - 28 curve.

This approximately corrects

for normal background and non-coherent scattering from the crystal.
The energy correspondlng to the peak in the
most probable energy.

e-

28 spectrum is the

By using the Maxwell-Boltzmann relationship the

8
effective neutron temperature can be calculated •
Advantages and Disa91!!HJl..&ef! g.£ a Single Crystal Diffractomet!!=
The equipmant for a singl€ eryljt al diffractometer is somewhat simpler than
that for a double crystal unit t:dnce only one crystal table is i.nvolved.
In most cases. however, the fi.n:>t table of a double crystal unit i.s
operated manually so that the automati.c equi.pment would essentially be
the same for a single or double crystal uni.t.

A single crystal di.ffracto-

meter can be made very simple if desired; an example of this is the one
used at the Argonaut Reactor at Argonne National Laboratory

18

.

The two largest problems with a single crystal diffractometer are
shielding, which has been discussed, and the interpretation of data.

If

experiments other than rocking crystal curves and spectrum measurements
are attempted, the interpretation of data becomes very difficult since
the incident beam is a continuous spectrum.

11

Present Work.:

The. objec.t of r..b.e work. described in this. thesi.f> was

to desi.gn, construct., and

p e·~rform

inH.i .al tests on a single cryst-31 neutron

diffractometer to be used at. the Universi.ty of Missouri. at Rolla Reactor
Facility.

The purpose o£ cons true t 1n.g the unit was to provi.de a neutron

diffractometer which could be used f or graduate research, undergraduate
and graduate laboratory experi.me.nt s and whi.ch cou.ld be used to measure the
reactor thermal neutron spectrum.

Thl.s would provide the first measure-

ments of the thermal neut ron spectrum of the reactor .
The equi.pment was desi.gne.d t.o be simple to operate, yet be ade.quate
for accurate research w·ork..,

The e.q_uipment was also design.e.d for fully

automatic operation.
Initial tests were performE·d using li.thium f lc:uride and copper crystals
to obtain rocking crystal cu rv es an.d ti - 26 curves.

12

II.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A double crystal neutron diffractometer yields much more useful
information than a single crystal unit .

However, it was decided that

the unit to be constructed would be a si.ngle crystal diffractometer
since the neutron flux in the beam tube ( 10 8 n/cm 2 / sec) is not
suffi.c i.e nt for double crystal diffraction studies.

Tb.e present

uni.t i .s designed so that it can easily be modified for use as the second
crystal table in a two crystal unit.

The following are some of the

criteria used for the design of the si.ngle crystal diffraction unit .
1.

Tb.e unit should be as ve rs at i le as possible.

It should be

simple enough for use in laboratory experiments yet be suitable
for use in graduate research.
2.

The unit should be rigidly constructed.

The crystal table and

goniometer should be capable of supporting a furnace, a cryostat,
or small magnets.

A load of 100 pounds was selected as the

design load .
3.

If possible, the uni.t should be designed for automat.i.c operation .,

4.

Adequate shie lding must be. provided.

A neutron beam catcher must

be provided and some means must be provided to attenuate the gamma
beam.

Access to the areas in the region of the primary and secondary

neutron beams must be. restricted .

Some means must be provided to

warn personnel that the beam port i .s open and that the area is
hazardous.
5.

The collimator to be used with the uni.t should also be as versatile
as. possible.

Some means of closing the collimator port while the

reactor is at power is desirable .

This would allow changes to

13

be made on the un:i.t wb.ile the reactor is at power.

The c.o l Li.mator

port, when c.losed, should reduce the radiation level to less than
2 .5 millirem pe r h our in the work area .
6.

The detector should be sui.t able f or neutron diffraction work .
It should preferably b e black to low energy neutrons traveling
parallel to the. axis of t.he counter.

Some rather severe restri c tions were placed on the design by the
height of the centerline of the beam port above the floor .

The funds

available for construction were also l imited .
The design of the ne.utr on d.i.ff rae: tometer follows the design of the 11'A
portion of Argonne Nation.a 1. Labo.r a.uny ; s Spectrometer
M. H. Mueller, et . aL

4-, and 5 .

11
o

I~

as descri.bed by

The tm i .t. i.s shown in Figures 2,

3~

The unit is essent ially an axle A, which passes through a

metal cylinder B"

The cyli.nder i.s. s upporte d by a steel I-be.am which is

welded to. the wall assembly which i n turn bolts to the beam tube face and
a base plate which is anchored to the floor .

The wal l assembly consists

of a movable portion Ct whi.ch rides on -c.wo bars D.
used to adjust the posi.t.:ion .

Four bolts E. are

Thi.s allows the axis to be. cente.red in the

beam and allows .slight rotat.i .on o.f the axis in a plane parallel to the
wall whi.ch aLlows the axis to be adjusted to verti.cal in one plane .
Vertical adjustment in the sec ond plane can only be obtained by adding
or removing shims from between the fixed porti.on of the wall assembly
and the beam tube face .
The detector arm, F, is bo lted to a large steel
supported from

~e

"U",

R, whi.ch is

axle by two sets of Timken angular contact bearings, G.

These bearings are desi.gned t.o support an axial load as well as a radial
load .

The tension on the bearing is adjustable .

The crystal table, K,

Wall

A

t~

p

I

A

Cross Section of Spectrometer
Figure 2

Beam

H

Wall

Spectrometer
Section AA
Figure 3
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Top View of Drive Unit
Figure 5
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is also supported by Timken angular contact bearings.

A 360 tooth worm

gear, L, is attached to the crystal table, K, and to the "U", H"

The

drive gears, M, are each supported by two Timken angular contact bearings
and are coupled to a Superior Electric SS-250 pulse motor, M.

A

selsyn generator, N, is attached to each drive gear to provide remote
angle readout.

A 360 tooth gear was used to give a ratio such that one

rotation of the drive gear gives one degree of rotation of the detector
arm or crystal table.

Selsyns provide remote angle readout to ± 0.03 degree.

The detector, a Reuter Stokes #RSN-1088-MG BF
is housed in a borated paraffin shield, P.
boric acid per pound of paraffin,

3

proportional counter

The shield has about 0, 3 pound

A minimum of 3 inches is pro-

vided in the walls and a minimum of 5 inches is provided behind the detector.
The design of the collimator, Figures 6 and 7, follows no known design
directly.

A 1 3/4 i.nch by 2 3/4 inch opening is provided through the two

sections.

An iris plug would normally be inserted to limit the exit aperture

to about one centimeter

s~uare.

The front section of the plug is supported

in a steel housing and is pi.voted so that it can be rotated about its axis

to close the collimator when the diffraction unit is not :in use.

A

reversible motor and gear drive are used to rotate this sectlon.

Micro-

switches are installed between the sections to provide open and closed
limit signals.

A red beacon is provided to warn personnel in the area

when the collimator is not completely closed and that the area is hazardous.
The rear section of the collimator is stationary.

A drive shaft and

conduit for the switch wires pass through this section in addition to the
open passage.

The conduit is spiraled to avoid streaming.

The drive

shaft is straight, but i t is positioned so that it is never in line with
the opening in the front section.

Vertical Cross Section of Collimator
Figure. 6

Section BB

Section CC

Collimator Sections
Figure 7
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Both sections are filled w1th magnetite concrete.
better shielding than normal concrete.

This provides much

Eight 3/8-inch-thick lead sheets were

placed in front of the collimator to reduce the gamma radiation escaping when
the collimator i.s in use.

Some neutron scattering occurs. in the lead but

this scatte.ring i.s. wi.t hin tolerable limits.
A borated paraffin beam catcher was provided to attenuate the neutron
beam which passes through the crystal o The portion of the beam catcher
in the main beam has approximately 0.5 pound. of boric aci.d per pound of

paraffin.

The side walls have about 0. 25 pound: of boric acid per pound

of paraffin.
No proviai.ons are presently provided for ganuna attenuation.

The

gamma beam is presently dissipated into the concrete wall of the beam
room.
A system of controls has been constructed which allows automati.c
operation of the di.f f ractometer .
is shown in Figure
storage.

So

A block. diagram of the control system

An RIDL 400 channel analyzer is used for data

The system is designed to take a count for up to 800 seconds,

stop data storage in the analyzer, advance the crystal through an angle
li8 and the detector through an angle 26 8, advance the analyzer to a new
channel and restart the time base generator.
Due to the method of interconnecting to the analyzer, one channel
advance occurs at the end of the predetermined time and another occurs
at the start of the next counting interval.
channels will contain useful data .

Therefore, only alternate

A 2:1 ratio is obtained by using

DC pulse motors wi.t h a 2:1 pulse ratio .
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III.

OAT A AND RESULTS

Pre liminary r uns we re made before t he crystal goni ometer was insta lled.
The purpose of t he first r un was to conduct a radiati on survey t o eval uate
the radiation hazards in the area.

It was found that at 10 kilowatts the

gamma radiation level at the collimator exit was 5 rem per hour.

The

level behind the neutron beam catcher was less than 20 millirem per hour.
The neutron radiation level was approximately lOtOOO counts per minute
at one kilowatt as measured with Nuclear Chicago Model 2112 Neutron Monitor,
which corresponds to a dose rate of 5 . 1 rem per hour .

Assuming a linear

relationship which is nearly true, this would correspond to a dose rate
of 51 rem per hour at 10 kilowatts .
behind the beam catcher.

There was no indication of neutrons

There was also no indication of neutrons or

gamma rays outside the primary beam.
The purpose of the next three runs was to obtain rocking crystal
curvea.

A large copper crystal was used.

The crystal waa set on edge on

a concrete block which was placed on the crystal table.

No proviaions

were made to orient the crystal planes parallel to the vertical .
Approximate alignment was made by eye.

The detector arm with the one

inch RCL BF

tube in position was fixed at an angle of about 45 degree•"·
3
The first run indicated only that a peak did occur. During the first
run the face of the detector shield was about 30 inches from the crystal.
Considerable neutron scattering was observed.

The dose rate at some

points about 4 feet from the crystal and outside the secondary beam
exceeded 100 millirem per hour.

No gamma-ray scatter was observed.

The

total dose in the region where the controls were located (see Figure 9)
was at times as high as 10 millirem per hour .
*All angles are measured from the primary neutron beam.
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The total dose rate

in

all other regions of the reactor did not

exceed normal background.
The second rocking crystal curve was run with an angle increment of
0.40 degrees.

The detector arm was fixed at approximately SO degrees

and the face of the detector shield was about 9 inches from the crystal.
The results of the run are shown in Figure 10.

The curve is of the

shape expected.
A third rocking crystal curve, which was a repeat of the second,
was run with an angle increment of 0.10 degrees.
were held constant.

The other parameters

The interconnection between the control unit and

the analyzer was changed between the second and third run.

This was done

to provide data storage in every channel rather than in alternate channels
as was the case for the first two runs.
The curve obtained is shown in Figure 11.

This curve gives a full

width at half maximum of 2.0 degrees.
The crystal was then moved back to the position which corresponded
to the peak of the rocking crystal curve.

The crystal table and the

detector arm were then rotated to a crystal position of 5.0 degrees
using the

e-

26 dri.ve.

A

increment of 0.50 degrees.

e-

26 curve waa then started uaing an

The analyzer stopped functioning after

16 points had been taken due to a

bl~

functioned properly after the fuse was

fusej however, the analyzer
~eplaced.

As

the failure was

not discovered immediately, the controls were stopped and the crystal
table was backed up 6.00 degrees to get overlap between the two curves.
The controls were then restarted.

The reactor was shutdown during the

thirty-seventh count due to operational difficulties.
obtained is shown in Figure 12 •

The curve
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The first portion of the curve is about as: expected.

However, the

upper portion of the curve is erratic and does not follow predicted
resultso
The goni.ometer was then installed on the crystal table with the
li.thitml flouride crystal in place.

The face of the crystal was then

centered over the axis of rotation of the crystal table.
A rocking crystal curve and a 8 - 28 curve were run.
followed the predicted curves closely.

Both curves

The rocking crystal curve is

shown in Figure 13 and the 8 - 28 curve is shown in Figure 14*.

The

rocking crystal curve gives a width at one-half maximum of 2. 7 degrees.
The curve was run using an angle increment of 0.10 degrees.
A theoreti.cal Maxwell-Boltzmann curve normalized to the peak of the

e-

28 curve was calculated.

This curve is also shown in Figure 14.

A

comparison of these two curves shows that the actual spectrum does follow
the theoretical spectrtml quite closely.

The

e-

28 curve was not correct

for background.
A rocking crystal curve using the copper crystal was then run.
This curve was much the same as previous curves using a 0.10 angle
i.ncrement.

The width at one-half maximum was approximately 3. 2 degraaa.

During th.e repositioning of the crystal table and detector arm, the
pulse counting network failed"

As a result, synchronization between the

position of the crystal table and the detector arm was lost.

This made

f ..t necessary that the rocking crystal curve be re-·run in order to determine

the proper position for the crystal table with respect to the detector arm.
This would not have been necessary if accurate angle readout were available.

*Data and theoretical calculati.ons are given in Appendix I.
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Another rocking crystal curve was obtained.

The results of tbfs

curve are shown in Figure 1.5 .. The wi.d th at one-half maximum was again
approximately 3.2 degrees .

The crystal was then rotated back to the peak

of the curve and the crystal table and arm were then repositioned to a
crystal angle of 5 degrees for the start of the
The

e-

e-

26 curve .

28 curve is shown in Fi.gure 16 . A theoretical Maxwell-

Boltzman curve normalized to the peak of the experimental curve is also
shown in this figure .
The standard devi.ati.on is shown on the curves at five degree intervals .
The standard devi.ati.on at the otb.e r i-ntervals i.s of the same order.
The spectrum curves sb.ow th.ar the experimental curves ag ·r e.e we.ll wi.th
the calculated curve.

The de vi at I on fn the l ower regi.ons can be exp la:!ned

by increased non-coherent s c at r. e r i.ng

tr~m

the crystal at low- angles.

Th:!.s

effect would be greatly reduced i r tho2 c urve has been correcte.d for back.ground.

Correcti.on for backgro und us.i.ng the offset crystal te chn1.q ue

described earlier would also result 1n better agreement in the hlghe.r
angle regions, although thJs i.s

b~::n:

explained by the decrease i.n the

reflectivity of the crystals with increasing neutron energy (angle) .
The reflectivity, R, is given by the expressi.on

tanh ( N
sin 2 6

c

Ato F/s in e )

where N i.s the number of unit cells per unit volume,
c
wavelength, F i .s the structure factor of a unit cell, t
thickness and

e

1

is the incident angle •

is the neutron
0

:is the crystal
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The temperature of the neutron beam can be calculated from the
equation
2

1/2 m (2VO )

T •
B

3/2K

where TB is the beam temperature (°K)

v0

1

m is the mass of the neutron.

is the most probable velocity. K is a constant described by the

equation

c
K •

COB

6

- iY_l

v3 e

2

vo

lv

6 is the crystal angle 1 V is the velocity corresponding to the
peak of the 6 - 26 curve.
For the lithium flouridecurve. the peak occured at 18° which corresponds
to a velocity of 2761 meters per second (see Appendix II).
is found to be 3.42 x 10

-7

.

The constant K

The beam temperature (TB} is then found to

be 429 degrees Kelvin or 156 degrees centigrade.
The neutron temperature (TC) of the moderator at the point of
extraction of the neutron beam is given by the expression
2
1/2 m(3/2 V )
0

3/2K
where the terms are the same as in the previous equations.

From this

equation the core neutron temperature (TC) is calculated to be 347 degrees
Kelvin or 74 degrees centigrade.

The pool temperature is normally

approximately 26 degrees centigrade.

This results in a 48 degree

centigrade difference between the modeTator temperature and the core
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neutron temperature.

As

was stated previ.o usly this difference normally

varies from 50 to 150 degrees centigrade .

This indi.cates that the core

neutron temperature obtained is of the order expected.
There are several possible sources of error in these experiments.
Among these are crystal table and detector position , variation in counting
time due to error in times and detector gating , and variation in neutron
flux at the crystal.

Of these, the variation in neutron flux is probably

the largest single source of error .

The total error due to all of these

possibilities is estimated to be less than 3% .
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IV"

CONCLUS~ONS

Th.e rocking crystal curves and the spectrum curves are of the shape
desired and expected .

The lithium flouriderocking crystal curve has a

width. at one-half maximum of 2 . 7 degrees .

The copper crystal has a

width at one-h.alf maximum of 3 . 2 degrees .

These would be reduced if a

large distance between crystal and detector was used.
the effects of using a large detector.

This would reduce

These widths could also be reduced

by using a Soller collimator.
The unit appears to be performing well with the exception of the
pulse counting network and the position indicators .

These systems will

require close supervision and possible replacement in the near future.
There is very little slack in the drive mechanism.

The motors

appear adequate t.o drive the detector arm and crystal table.
In general the unit appears to be very good for the cost involved.
The unit provides automatic controls and automatic data storage.

The

unit is simple enough to operate to make it useful in laboratory classes,
but it is still accurate enough to be suitable for graduate research.
It appears that the design criterion have been met and the work involved
was, in general, a success .
The

e - 28 curves obtained are in first approximation the neutron

spectrum at the beam port "

To obtain a more accurate spectrum, corrections

should be made for neutron background, changes in crystal reflectivity
~th

neutron energy, and correction for the area of the crystal illuminated

by the beam .
mentioned.
factor .

The neutron background and reflectivity have been previously
The correction for area of illumination is a simple geometry

The area of illumination is more important when small crystals

are used than when large crystals are used.
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V,

RECOMMENDATIONS

The equipment constructed performs well for the money that has been
invested.

There are modifications which can be made to improve the

operation of the unit and its accuracy,
One modi.fi.cati.on which i.s necessary for continued automatic operation

is the replacement oi the pulse counting network which is used to determine
the Ae angle through wh1ch the. crystal is rotated between counts.

Three

11 position stepping relays with associated circuitry are presently used
for th.i.s purposeo

Trouble was encountered with this circuit during the

last copper crystal runs,

It appeare.d that the counti.ng circuit failed

due to corrosion on the wiper arms of the stepping relay.

These relays

wi.ll require a great deal of service if they are not replaced by a new
system,.

It is recommended that these relays be replaced by the glow tube

counter system used by Arg:mne Nau.onal Laboratory as described in their
drawings //EL-D-3057Q,

A se- :md but far less desirable replacement i.s a

preset electro-mechani.cal :ounter,
No accurate cost er.timate. ls available for the glow tube counting
systemo

The cost would probably be on the order of $125 to $200.

A new system would p.rovtde angle incrementa as small as 0. 01
degrees..

The smallest angle. inc rem en t now available is 0. 10 deg rea.

Th.!s would greatly imp.rove. the ac:_uracy :Jf the syatemo
A second modi.fi.cat 1on whlr.h 18 needed for accurate and reproducible
results i.s abaft po&it ion di.gH uers '·

These shaft position digitizers

would be used to repla:.e the selsyna now used for remote angle readout.
The aelsyns now used would at beat give an accuracy of

±

0.05 degree.

The aelsyns are completely unreli.able now due to the high drag in the
df.gital :f.ndicators used,
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Two shaft position digitizers would be needed; one for the crystal
table drive and one for the detector arm drive .

These digitizers should

provide 100 accurate position indications per revolution of the input
shaft, and they should have a range of
position.

*

100 revolutions from a zero

This would provide adequate indication since the minimum

possible increment of

1

100

revolution which corresponds to 0.01 degree

rotation of crystal table or detector arm.

One hundred revolutions would

correspond to 100 degrees which is greater than the maximum travel of the
detector arm .

No specific digitizer is recommended, rather it is

recommended that Mr . Mueller of Argonne National Laboratory be contacted
for information as to what digitizers are in use with their units.
A third modification which would increase the range of the unit
would be to relocate the crystal table and the detector arm drive
mechanism approximately 20 degrees clockwise (looking down on the unit)
from its present location.
travel in the

-e

This would not decrease the detector arm

direction and it would increase the detector arm travel

approximately 10 degrees in the +8 direction ,.
The drives are not permanently mounted.

They could be relocated

now with a minimum of additional work and cost.
Another modification that is needed is to replace the wood detector
shield mount with a similar mount made of metal.

The new mount should

be made to fit the detector arm closer than the present mount .
Two other modifications that would improve the accuracy of the unit
is the use of a Soller Collimator and a new iris plug with a smaller
opening.
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APPENDIX I

Table 1

Computet' Pro_gram for the Ca1cular:ion of
Theoretical Spe e r rum f.2.E_Li F

C

Cmt. al_~ill_put

pu(

CALCULATION OF THEORETI.CAL SPECTRUM FOR LiF CRYSTAL
DIMENSION F(200 ) , ANG(2.00)
VMP=2760.
VO=VMP /1 . 22
FMP=l2226 .
C=FMP*EXPF(l 22**2 ) / (VMP**J )
DO 10 I=6,136
A= I
ANG(I ) :A-1 0
B=ANG(I)*3 141161180 00
V=0 . 851E+03/SINF(B)
10 F(l) =C*(V**3 ) I (EXPI'I, \1*" 2 ) /(V0**2 ) )
PRINT 100
PRINT 200,(ANG( l ) ,F(l ) ,J~6 tl 36 )
100 FORMAT ( 6XSHANGLE 15X lH i")
200 FORMAT ( 2El8 . 8)
CALL EXI T
END

Table 1 (Cont.)
Angle

.50000000E+Ol
. 60000000E+O 1
. 70000000E+Ol
.80000000E+Ol
.90000000E+Ol
.10000000E+02
.11000000E+02
.12000000E+02
.13000000E+02
.14000000E+02
.15000000E+02
.16000000E+02
.17000000E+02
.18000000E+02
.19000000E+02
.20000000E+02
.21000000E+02
.22000000E+02
• 23000000E+02
.24000000E+02
.25000000E+02
.26000000E+02
.27000000E+02
.28000000E+02
.29000000E+02
.30000000E+02
.31000000E+02
.32000000E+02
.33000000E+02
.34000000E+02
.35000000E+02
.36000000E+02
.37000000E+02
.38000000E+02
.39000000E+02
.40000000E+02
. 41000000E+02
.42000000E+02
.43000000E+02
.44000000E+02
.45000000E+02
.46000000E+02
.47000000E+02
.48000000E+02
.49000000E+02
.50000000E+02
• 51000000E+02
.52000000E+02
.53000000E+02
.54000000E+02
• 55000000E+02

F

. 19490367E-Ol
• 33012298E+Ol
. 63886 791E+02
. 39569155E+03
.12781151E+04
. 2 7780829E+04
.46887434E+04
.66909147E+04
. 8512 729 8E+04
. 999 34084E+04
.11075827E+05
.11772941E+05
.12134860E+05
.12225206E+05
.12107284E+05
.11837305E+05
.11461902E+05
.11018022E+05
.10534000E+05
.10030980E+05
.95242905E+04
.90247544E+04
• 8539 7811E+04
.80741866E+04
• 76309109E+04
• 72114920E+04
• 68165120E+04
• 64458378E+04
• 60989016E+04
.5 774 7932E+04
• 54724321E+04
• 51906256E+O 4
.49281442E+04
.46837420E+04
.44562012E+04
.42443543E+04
.40470829E+04
• 3863329 7E+04
.36921123E+04
• 35 3250 61E+O 4
.33836579E+04
• 3244 76 76E+04
.31151123E+04
.29940034E+04
.28808274E+04
.27750085E+04
.26760181E+04
• 25833727E+04
.24966242E+04
.24153659E+04
.23392218E+04

40

41
Table l (Cont.)

.56000000E+02
.57000000E+02
.58000000E+02
.59000000E+02
.60000000E+02
. 6lOOOOOOE+02
.62000000E+02
.63000000E+02
.64000000E+02
.65000000E+02
.66000000E+02
.67000000E+02
. 6 8000000E+O 2
.69000000E+02
.70000000E+02
.71000000E+02
. 72000000E+02
.73000000E+02
.74000000E+02
.75000000E+02
.76000000E+02
. 77000000E+02
.78000000E+02
.79000000E+02
.80000000E+02
.81000000E+02
.82000000E+02
.83000000E+02
.84000000E+02
.85000000E+02
,86000000E+02
.87000000E+02
.88000000E+02
.89000000E+02
.90000000E+02
• 91000000E+02
.92000000E+02
.93000000E+02
.94000000E+02
.95000000E+02
.96000000E+02
.97000000E+02
.98000000E+02
.99000000E+02
.10000000E+03
.10100000E+03
.10200000E+03
.10300000E+03
.10400000E+03
.10500000E+03
.10600000E+03
.10700000E+03
.10800000E+03

.22678438E+04
. 220091 R6E+04
-21381504£+04
-20 79 2 733E+04
.20240387E+04
.19722196£+04
.19236078E+04
.18780105E+04
.1835252 7E+04
.17951696E+04
.17576123E+04
.17224408£+04
.1689 5322E+04
.16587650E+04
.16300350E+04
.16032426E+04
.15782966E+04
. 15551151£+04
. 15336203E+04
. 1513 7429E+04
.14954205E+04
.14 785925E+04
. 14632085E+04
.14492196E+04
.14365827E+04
.14252610E+04
.14152197E+04
.14064283E+04
.13988598E+04
.13924942E+04
.1387 3101E+04
. 138329 30E+04
.1380432 7E+04
.13787198E+04
.13781506E+04
.13787211E+04
.13804340E+04
.13832957E+04
.13873112E+04
.13924966E+04
.13988636E+04
.14064307E+04
.14152234E+04
.14252664E+04
, 14365879E+04
. 14492248E+04
.14632152E+04
.14 785992E+04
. 149542 70E+04
-15137513E+04
.15336286E+04
.15551247E+04
.15 783064E+04
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Table 1 ( Cont. )

. 10900000E+03
. 11000000E+03
.lllOOOOOE+03
. 11 200000E+03
. 11300000E+03
.11400000E+03
.11500000E+03
.11600000E+03
.11700000E+03
.11800000E+03
. 11900000E+03
.12000000E+03
. 12100000E+03
.12200000E+03
.12300000E+03
.12400000E+03
.12500000E+03
.12600000E+03
.12 700000E+03
.12800000E+03
.12900000E+03
.13000000E+03
.13100000E+03
.13200000E+03
. 13300000E+03
.13400000E+03
.13500000E+03

• 16032526E+04
, 1630046 7E+04
. 16587784E.+04
.16895440E.-t04
. 17224562E+04
.175 76263E+04
.1795185 2E.+ 04
. 18352707E.+04
.18780303E+04
• 19 2362 80E+04
. 19 722403E+04
. 20240701E+04
.20792965E+04
• 21381765E+04
.22009449E+04
. 22678 730E+04
. 23392519E+0 4
• 24153987E+04
. 2497 7580E+04
.258340 73E+04
• 26 760586E+04
• 2 7750505E+04
.28808735E+04
. 29940532E+04
. 31151633E+04
• 32448268E+04
• 33837180E+04
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Table 2

Computer Program for the Calculation of
Theoretical Spectrum for Cu Crystal with Output

C

CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL SPECTRUM FOR Cu CRYSTAL
DIMENSION F(200),ANG(200)
VMP=l786
VO=VMP/L22
FMP=25479.
C=FMP*EXPF(le22**2 . )/(VMP**3 , )
DO 10 I•6 , 136
A• I
ANG(I)•A- 1.0
B• ANG(I)*3 . 1416/18.000
D• (O. 395E+04*SQRTF( 3. )) /1L2
V• D/SING(B)
10 V(I)•C*(V**3. ) /EXPF(V**2.)/(V)**2.))
PRINT 100
PRINT 200 , (ANG(I),F(I),l• 6,136)
100 FORMAT (6XSHANGLE15XlHF)
200 FORMAT (2El8 . 8)
CALL EXIT
END

.·
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Table 2 ( Cont .)

Angle

.SOOOOOOOE+Ol
. 60000000E+Ol
.70000000E+Ol
. 800000QOE+Ol
. 90000000E+Ol
. 10000000E+02
. llOOOOOOE+02
.12000000E+02
.13000000E+02
.14000000E+02
. 15000000E+02
. 16000000E+02
.17000000E+02
. 18000000E+02
. 19000000E+02
. 20000000E+02
.21000000E+02
.22000000E+02
. 23000000E+02
.24000000E+02
. 25000000E+02
. 26000000E+02
.27000000E+02
. 28000000E+02
. 29000000E+02
. 30000000E+02
. 31000000E+o2
. 32000000E+02
.33000000E+02
. 34000000E+02
. 35000000E+02
. 36000000E+02
. 37000000E+02
. 38000000E+02
.39000000E+02
.40000000E+02
.41000000E+02
.42000000E+02
.43000000E+02
.44000000E+02
.45000000E+02
. 46000000E+02
.47000000E+02
. 48000000E+02
.49000000E+02
.50000000£+02
.51000000E+02
.52000000&+02
.53000000E+02
.s4ooooooE+02
.55000000E+02

F

, 75 7184 79E-03
. 47463925E-t00
.20219122E-t02
• 20 89 8165E+O 3
.95894394E+03
. 26 793727E+04
.54454790E+04
. 89502566E+04
. .12710936E+OS
. 16282280E+05
• 19361774E+05
.2180067SE+OS
. 23569466E+05
.24713883E+OS
. 25318023E+05
.25478968E+OS
.25291848E+OS
. 24841733E+OS
. 2420082SE+OS
. 23428157E+05
.22570501E+OS
• 2166 4117E+OS
. 20736560E+05
. 1980825SE+OS
. 18894079E+05
. 18004474E+05
.171465 76E+05
.16324959E+05
. 15542232E+05
. 14799648E+OS
. 14097386E+05
• 1343490 7E+05
.12811120E+05
. 12224636E+05
.11673807E+05
.11156860E+05
• 106 719 88E+O 5
. 10217348E+05
.. 9 7911513E+04
.93916536E+04
. 90171543E+04
. 86660748E+04
. 83368859E+04
. 80281714E+04
. 77385851E+04
. 74668711E+04
. 72118714E+04
• 69 724958E+04
• 6 7477236E+04
. 65366212E+04
• 6 3383172E+O 4

Table 2 (Cont.)

o56QOOOOOE+02
- 57000000E+02
. 58000000E+02
. 59000000E+02
.60000000E+02
, 61000000E+02
.62000000E+02
.63000000E+02
. 64000000E+02
.65000000E+02
.66000000E+02
.67000000E+02
.68000000E+02
.69000000E+02
.70000000E+02
• 71000000E+02
.72000000E+02
• 73000000E+02
.74000000E+02
.75000000E+02
.76000000E+02
• 77000000E+02
• 78000000E+02
.79000000E+02
. 80000000E+02
.81000000E+02
.82000000E+02
.83000000E+02
. 84000000E+02
.85000000E+02
. 86000000E+02
. 87000000E+02
.88000000E+02
.89000000E+02
.90000000E+02
, 91000000E+02
.92000000E+02
.93000000E+02
.94000000E+02
•9 SOOOOOOE+02
, 96000000E+02
.97000000E+02
• 98000000E+02
.99000000E+02
.lOOOOOOOE+02
.10100000E+02
.10200000E+02
.10300000E+02
.10400000E+02
.10500000E+02
. 10600000E+02
.10700000E+02
.10800000E+02

. 61520027E+04
. 59769268E-t 04
. 58123906£+04
.56577647E+04
.55124484£+04
.53758886E+04
. 52475809£+04
. 51270583£+04
. 50138748£+04
.49076 390£+04
.. 48079767£+04
. 47145434£+04
. 46270189E+04
• 45451150E+04
• 44685593E+04
. 43971060E+04
. 43305257E+04
. 42686009E+04
• 42111451E+04
• 415 79 777E+04
• 41089 39 7E+04
.40638765E+04
.40226590E+04
. 39 851621E+04
.39512790E+04
.39209064E+04
, 38939560E+04
.. 38703565E+04
.. 38500383E+04
• 38329395E+04
.38190139E+04
.38082257E+04
.38005405E+04
. 37959381E+04
. 37944045E+04
. 37959375E+04
• 38005399E+04
• 38082289E+04
• 38190170E+04
.38329455E+04
.38500455E+04
. 38703672E+04
. 38939663E+04
• 39209168E+04
• 39512929E+04
, 39851760E+04
. 40226 7 72E+04
.. 40638950E+04
, 410895 71E+04
"415 79994E+04
. 42111709E+04
. 426 862 70E+04
.43305528E+04

45
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Table 2 (Cont.}

. 10900000E+03
.uooooooE+03
.lllOOOOOE+03
. 11200000E+O 3
.11300000E+03
. ll400000E+O 3
.11500000E+03
.11600000E+03
.11700000E+03
.11800000E+03
.11900000E+03
.12000000E+03
.12100000E+03
,12200000E+03
.12300000E+03
.12400000E+03
.12500000E+03
.12600000E+03
.12700000E+03
.l2800000E+03
.l2900000E+03
.13000000E+03
.13100000E+03
.13200000E+03
.13300000E+03
.13400000E+03
.13500000E+03

. 439 71371E+04
.44685909£+04
,45451496E+04
. 462 7055 7E+04
. 4 7145800E+04
. 48080190E+04
.49076809E+04
. 50139227E+04
.51271055E+04
. 524 76346E+04
.53759433E+04
.55125083E+04
.56578261E+04
.58124591E+04
.59769974E+04
.61520736E+04
. 6 3383962E+04
. 6536 7068E+04
• 6 74 78116E+04
. 69 7259 32E+04
. 72119 75 7E+04
.74669862E+04
,77387016E+04
, 80282911E+04
. 83370172E+04
.86662161E+04
.90173056E-t-04
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Table 3
Data for Rocking Crystal Curve

Lithium Flcuride Crystal

Angle (degrees)

Counts

16.5

636

16.6

718

16.7

743

16.8

814

16.9

951

17.0

1019

17.1

1124

17.2

1200

17.3

1289

17.4

1363

17.5

1603

17.6

1623

17.7

1819

17.8

2014

17.9

2068

18.0

2249

18.1

2357

18.2

2499

18.3

2518

18.4

2705

18.5

2777

18.6

2724

18.7

2892

18.8

2828

18.9

2785

19 .o

2823

19.1

2811

19.2

2711

19.3

2698
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Table 3 (Cont.)
Data for Rocking Crystal Curve
Lithium Flourid;e Crystal
Angle (degrees)

Counts

19.4

2444

19.6

2301

19.7

2161

19.8

2023

19.9

1846

20.0

1654

21.1

1567

21.2

1417

21.3

1236

21.4
21.5

1112

21.6

945

21.7
21.8
21.9
22.0

832

964

765
748
576
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Table 4
Data for Rocking Crystal Curve
Copper Crystal
Angle (degrees)

Counts

17.5

1388

17.6

1553

17.7

1555

17 .8

1717

17.9

1952

18.0

2029

18.1

2159

18.2

2258

18.3

2405

18.4

2453

18.5

2675

18.6

2690

18.7

2845

18.8

2868

18.9

2962

19 .o

3130

19.1

3121

19 .2

3181

19.3

3129

19.4

3200

19.5

3164

19.6

3090

19.7

3115

19.8

3136

19.9

3025
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Table 4 (Cont.)

Data for Rocking Crystal Curve
Copper Crystal
Angle (degrees)

Counts·

20.0

3040

20.1

2848

20.2

2666

20.3

2607

20.4

2439

20.5

2337

20.6

2143

20 . 7

2033

20 . 8

1839

20 . 9

1706

21.0

1545

21.2

1497

21.3

1281

21.4

1164

21.5

1057
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Table 5
Data for

e ':"' 26 Curve

Lithium Flour£deCrystal
Angle (degrees)
6.00
7 .oo

Calculated (counts)
3. 30
63.9

Experimental (counts)
9,569

8.00

395

7,124
5,541

9.00

1,278

4,671

10.00

2, 778

4,963

11.00

4,689

5,851

12.00

6 , 691

7,147

13.00

8,513

8,746

13.00

10,279

15 . 00

'9 '99 3
11,076

16 . 00

11,773

11,887

17 .oo

12,135

12,178

18 . 00

12 ,225

12,226

19.00

12,107

11,994

20 . 00

11, 837

11,335

21.00

11,462

10,853

22. 00

11, 018

10,402

23 . 00

10,534

9,467

24.00

10,031

8,895

25 . 00

9,524

8,314

26 . 00

9 , 025

7,872

27 . 00

8,540

7,650

28 . 00

8, 074

7,082

29 . 00

7,630

6,67(}

11,415
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Table 5 ( Cont. )
Data for 8 - 28 Curve
Lithit.nn

Angle (degrees)

Fl~!~4~

Crys tal

Calculated (counts)

Experimental (counts)

30.00

7,211

6,679

.31.00

6,817

6,202

32.00

6,446

5,625

33.00

6,099

5,187

34;,00

5, 775

5,005

35.00

5 ,472

4,857

36.00

5,191

4,273

37.00

4,928

4,109

38.00

4,683

3,809

39 .oo

4,456

3,923

40.00

4,244

3,801
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Table 6
Data for

e - 28

Curve

Copper Crystal
Angle (degrees}

6.00
7.00

Calculated (counts.)

0. 475
20.22

Experimental (counts}

10,100

8.00

209.0

7' 108
5, 720

9.00

958.9

4,991

10 . 00

2,679

4,862

11.00

5 ,445

5,281

12 . 00

8,950

6 , 451

13.00

12,711

8,604

14.00

16~282

12,328

15.00

19 t 362

15 , 173

16 . 00

21,801

18 , 443

17.00

23 , 569

21,587

18.00

24. 714

2.3,185

19 .00

25.318

25 ,023

20.00

2.5. 4 79

25,479

21 . 00

2 4. 29 ~

24,963

22~00

'2.4,8~2

~4 . 473

23.00
24 .00

2~.20)

~ 2'

23,428

759
2l. 229

2.5.00

22,571

21 , 038

26.00

21,664

19,304

27,00

20. 73 7

17,866

28 . 00

19,808

17 . 20 7

29 . 00

18.894

16,066
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Table 6 (Cont.)
Data for a - 26 Curve
Copper Crystal
Angle {degrees}

Calculated (counts}

Experimental (counts)

30.00

18,004

16,080

31.00
32.00

17,147
16,325

14,874

33.00
34.00

15,542

13,463
12,608

14,800

12,029

35.00
36.00

14,9 74
1.3, 435

.)7.00

12,811

11,904
11,362
10,671

38.00

12,225

10,268

39 .00

11,674

40.00

11,15 7

9,669
9,232

41.00

10,6 72

8,859

42.00

10,217

8,549

43.00

9, 791

8,239

44.00

9,392

45.00

9,017

7,948
7,427
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APPENDIX II
Table 7

Computer Program for the Calculation of
Wave Length and Velocit,y as a Function of Angle with Output

C

CALCULATION OF WAVE LENGTH AND VELOCITY AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE
DIMENSION ANG(200), WLI.F(200) ,WCU(200), VLIF(200), VCU(200)
ALIF=4.01
ACU=5 o6
DLIF=ALIF/SWRTF(3.0)
DCU=ACU/SQRTF(3.0)
DO 10 1=6 ,136
A= I
ANG(I)=A-1.0
B=ANG(I)*3.1416/18 , 000
WLIF(I)=2.*DLIF*SINF(B)
WCU(I)=2 . *DCU*SlNF(B)
VLIF(I)=0.395E-04/WLT.F(l)*O , lE+09
10 VCU(I)=0.395E-04/WCU(l)*0 . 1E+09
PRINT 100
PRINT 110
PRINT 120
PRINT 200, (ANG(l) ,WLlF(I), VLIF(l) ,WC U(I), 1•6, 136)
100 FORMAT(16Xl5HLITHlUM FLORIDE14X6HCOPPER)
110 FORMAT(3XANGLE5XlOWAVELENGTH3X8HVELOC~TY3XlOHWAVELENGTH3X8HVELO
2CITY)
120 FORMAT(lX9H(DEGREES) 4X2.3H(ANGSTROMS)METERS /SEC) 1X23H(ANGSTROMS) (M
2ETERS /SEC))
200 FORMAT(5El2,6)
CALL EXIT
END

Table 7 ( Cont. }

ANGLE
(DEGREES)
• SOOOOOE+O 1
.600000E+Ol
.700000E+Ol
.800000E+Ol
.900000E+01
.lOOOOOE+02
.110000E+02
.120000E+02
.130000E+02
.140000E+02
.150000E+02
.160000E+02
.170000E+02
.180000E+02
.190000E+02
.200000E+02
.210000E+02
.220000E+02
.230000E+02
.2400QOE+02
.250000E+02
.260000E+02
.270000E+02
. 280000E+02
.290000E+02
. 300000E+02
.310000E+02
. 320000E+02
.330000E+02
. 3400001t+02
.350000E+b2
. 360000E+02
. 370000E+02
.380000E+02
. 390000E+02
.400000E+02
.410000E+02
.420000E+02
.430000E+02
.440000E+02
. 4SOOOOE+02
. 460000E+02
.470000E+02
.480000E+02
. 490000&+02
.5Q00001i+02
• SlOOOOE+O 2
.520000E+02

LITHIUM
WAVELENGTH
(ANGSTROMS)
.403562E+OO
• 484004E+I(}()
.564298E+OO
• 644421E+OO
• 72434 7E+OO
.804053E+OO
.883514E+OO
.962705E+OO
.104160E+01
.1120 18E+O 1
.119842&+01
.127629E+01
. 135378E+01
• 1430 85E+O 1
.150749E+01
.15836 7E+01
.165937E+Ol
.l73456E+Ol
• 1809 2 2~+0 1
.188333 +01
.195687 ~0 1
• 2o29 8tE+O 1
• 210213i!:+O 1
.217 382~+01

.224484E+01
. 231517}!:+01
• 23848lE+Ol
. 245371&+0.1
. 252187E+O 1
• 258926~+0 1
.265586E+01
• 2 72165E+O 1
. 278771E+01
• 285073~+01
. 29139 7E+O 1
• 29 7633E+O 1
.303778~+01

. 309831E+Ol
. 315789E+Ol
• 321651E+O 1
.327415E+01
. 333080E+01
.338642£+01
• 3441021H01
.349457E+01
.354705E+Ol
.359846E+Ol
. 364877E+Ol

FLORI.DE
VELOCITY
(METERS /SEC)
• 9 78782E+04
• 8.16108E+04
• 699983E+04
• 612952E+04
• 54.5318E+04
• 491260E+04
• 44 70 78E+04
• 410301E+04
.379222E+04
.352620E+04
• 329599E+04
. 309488E+04
.291774E+04
. 276057E+04
.262023E+04
, 249419E+04
.238041E+04
• 22 7723E+04
. 218325E+04
.209734E+04
.201852E+04
.194598E+04
, 187903E+04
. 181707E+04
. 175958E+04
• 170613E+04
.165631E+04
• 1609 80E+04
• 1566291!:+04
. 152553E+04
. 148727E+04
.145132E+04
. 141748E+04
.138560E+04
• 13555 3E+04
• 13 2 713E+04
. 130028E+04
.127488E+04
.125083E+04
. 122803E+04
• 120641E+04
.118590E+04
.116642&+04
. 114791E+04
• .113032E+04
• 111359E,-tq4
.109769E+04
.108255E'+o4

COPPER
WAVELENGTH.
VELOCITY
(ANGSTROMS) (METERS /SEC)
.563578E+OO • 700878E+04
.6 75916E+OO • 5 84391E+O 4
.788048E+OO • 501238E+04
.899940E+OO . 438918E+04
.101155E+01 • 390486E+04
.112286E+Ol • 351777E+04
. 123383&+01 • 320129E+04
. 134442E+O 1 • 293805E+04
.145460E+01 • 2 71550E+04
.156434E+Ol .252501E+04
.167361E+Ol • 236016E+04
.178236E+Ol • 221615E+04
.189057E+01 • 208931E+04
.199820E+01 .197677E+04
. 210523E+01 .187627E+04
• 221161E+Ol .178602E+04
.231732E+Ol .170454E+04
• 242233E+Ol .163065E+04
.252659E+Ol .156336E+04
• 263009E+01 • 150 184E+04
. 273279E+01 .144540&+04
• 2 83465E+O 1 • 139 346E+04
• 293565E+01 .134552&+04
.303576E+01 .130115E+04
. 313494E+01 . 125999E+04
.323316E+01 . 122171E+04
. 333040E+o1 . 118604&+04
• 342663E+01 .1152 73E+04
. 352181E+01 . 112157E+04
• 361592E+Ol .109238E+04
.370893E+Ol . 106499E+04
• 380081E+01 .103925E+04
.389153E+01 . 101502E+04
• 398107E+01 . 992194E+03
• 4069 39E+O 1 .970659E+03
• 415648E+O 1 .950323E+03
.424429E+01 -931099E+03
. 432682E+01 . 912910E+03
.441002E+Ol • 895685E+03
• 449189E+O 1 . 879361E+03
• 45 7238E+01 .863880E+03
.465149E+Ol • 849189E+03
• 472917E+Ol . 835240E+03
. 480542E+Ol • 821988E+03
.488020E+Ol . 809392E+03
• 495349E+Ol • 797416E+03
. S02528E+Ol .786025E+03
• 509554E+Ol • 775187E+03

56

57

I ab le. "l (Conto)

. 530000E+02
540000El7-02
.5SOOOOE+02
. 560000E+02
. 5"70000E+02
o580000E+02
. 590000E+02
.600000E+02
.610000E+02
.620000E+02
. 630000E+02
.640000E+02
o650000E+02
.660000E+02
.670000E+02
. 680000E+02
0

.69POO~Et02

.70000 t 2

• 710000 02
• 720000 '+ a2
. 7300d01t+02
. 740000~+02

• 75000dlH02
o 76booiJFH02
o 770000E+02
....
• 780000E+Q2
.790000E+02
,, 8000001!.-t-0 2.
.810000E+02
. 820000&+02
. 830000E+o2
. 840000ET02
. 850000E+02
,, 860000E+-02
o 8700Q0~+02

. 8'80000~.f02

890000E+02
• 9 0000 0.&+0 2
• 910000E~O 2
• 9 20000E+O 2
• 9.30000E+02
, 940000t-+02
. 950000E.+02
o 96 00001H02
• 9700001!+{)2
• 9800oot+02
.990ooqtfrt-Q3
o 100 OOO&·Hl .3
. 10 10d0&+0.3
. 10 2 O~Opt+Q3
. 1030 · QZ+03
o104 ood¥-<P
.lOS OOOE+d3
. 106 OOQE+-0 .3

., 369796E+O 1
, 37 460'3E+O L
., 3 792.96E+01
• .3 83873E+Ol
o.388.1.34E+O.l
• .3926 76Et0 1
o396898E+Ol
• 40 lOOOE+O l
• 4049 79E.+ O l
. 408836E+Ol
o41256 7Et0 1
• 416173EHH
• 419652E t-Q l
. 423003Et0 1
• 426226E·+Ol
• 429 318E+O l
0 4322 80~+ ·0 1
• 4 351.10fi+O 1
o43'7808t+O]
. 440372it+O J.
• 442802E+·0 1
• 44.509 8E+O .1
.447257E+01
. 4492. 81~-tO l

, 45116 7Fho l
• 452.916E+O l
, 454.52.7.E.t0 l
. 456000Ejt01
, 45 7.334ffit0 I
• 458528~'-tO 1
.. 459SS3E+O I
• 46049 8E tO J
. 4612 n f. -or
. 46I90.7~1 ei

' 0 l.
• 46.2400E:f
·' 46 2. 7 5 2}!. t 0 J.
. 462.964it:-tO l
"46 30.14 Ej-t-Q l
. 462964E~ +Ol

.- 462752.E+Ol.
"462400FHO.l
, 461906 FdO l
~ 4612. 72~+0 1

• 460 498Et 0 t
, 4S9583E+01
. 458528JHO l.
.. 45 7333~+0 1
• 456000 t +O 1
. 454527E+O l
• 45 29 16 E-tO 1
• 4.51166 i:tO 1
. 449280E+O 1
0 44 7256 ~-+0 1
.- 445 09 7 E+Ol

• 106815E.-t-04
·' 10S444E+04
. 104140E+-04
., 102898E+-o4
.. 10 J. 716E+0 4
, l0059J.E+04
. 99521.5E+03
< 9 850.3 6E+03
. 9 "7 5.3S6E+0.3
n 96615 7E+·0.3
• 95 7418E+03
• 949123E.+0.3
, 941254E+03
. 9 .3 3797E+03
. 926737E+03
• 9 20061E·HI.3
. 913757E+03
, 907814E+03
90222.0E+Q.J
, 896967E-+03
o892044E+0 .3
• 88 7444E:.t03
, 88.31.59Ef03
, 8 791 82Et·0 3
.875506Fi+03
e 872J 24£-t OJ
• 8690.3.3Ef 0 .3
. 8662·2 6E·1'0.3
863 700E.t0.3
86 1450E-t0.3
- 859413E+03
• 85 .77 66E+-03
85 6.3/ ) E+-03
.- 8)5.l50E+03
., 85 42 38E+0.3
. 85.3)87Et0.3
, 85319 7E+Q.3
, 85.3067 E+03
.. 85.319 7 E+0.3
' 85.3587E:+0.3
. 8542.38E+03
, 855 .L50 E+0.3
,, 856326 E-+03
, 857766E+-o.3
8S94 74E+03
" ~6145 l E+QG
,, 86 3 70 1E+03
,, 866 228E:+0.3
. 8690.34 E+03
,, 872126 Ef03
o 8 75507 E+03
,, 879183 E+03
.. 883161E+03
o 887 446 E+03
n

0

0

o516424E.+Ol
. 52313 7E+Ol
. 529690E+Ol
<52608.3E+Ol
. S42312E+Ol
. 548376E+Ol
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. APPENDIX III
Hazards Analysis for Use of
Neutron Di.ffract1.on Equi.pment at UMR Reactor*
Areas considered and solutions proposed:
1.

Neutrons
The nature of the e.xperiments require that a beam of neutrons be brought

into the experimental are.a from the reactor core.
by usina the beam tube .

Thia will be accompliahed

When the equipment is in operation, a beam

measurina 1" x 2" (maximum) will be open t.o the room,
beam will be on the order of 10
would be reduced to about 1 em

9

2

2
ne utrons /cm / sec.

The flux in this

Normally beam area

for operation .

About 1% of thi.s beam would be reflected by Bragg plane reflection .
These neutrons would normally be c omp let.ely stopped by the detector
shield.

If the experiment is such that the detector is not in the. primary

refil.acted beam, special shielding wi.ll have to be provided ,
The dose rate one foot from the Li.F crystal due to non-coherent
scattering (refiected beam not i .nclude.d) would be about 0 . 040 rem/hr .
The remainder of the beam would travel to the beam catcher, where it
should be completely absorbed .

This beam catcher is constructed from

borated paraffin ( . 15 lb . boric acid per lb. paraffin min . ) .
thickness in the primary beam is approximately 9 inches .

The

A sheet of

cadmium has been placed behind the paraffin .
The neutron beam will cause activation of the air in the beam tube
and in the experimental area .

It is proposed that t.he beam tube be sealed

by a thin aluminum plate placed at the front of the stationary portion of
the plug .

Th:f.s would keep the radioactive gases from escaping fnto the room.

*As presented to the Reactor Safety Committee on March 9, 1965.
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Th.e activity of the ai.r i.n the room would be approximately 0 . 079 x

41

Thi.s assumes that the A

produced in the beam, after the

beam leaves the beam tube, i.s dlspersed evenly throughout the enti.re room .
The maxiJnum permi.ssible concentration of A
area is 2 x 10

-6

~ c /ml

41

permitted in a restr:icted

(Appendix B, Table l, Part 20, '.T itle 10, AEC

Regulations}.
A ahi.eldlng plug i .s proposed that would have a front section that
would revdlve to effecti.vely close the beam tube passage when the equipment
is not in operati.on.
Thi,s revolving p.l ug would have Boral end p lat.es whi.ch would be black

to thermal neutron• ,

Thii s hould red1.1c.e the ne·u tron beam to normal

levels, that is less than 2 mr / hr ,

world~i

The front Boral plate should also

reduce activation of the con c r ete Jn the plug.
Il.

Gamma
The gamma int.ensi.ty in the beam tube bas been measured to be of the

order of 2 x 10

3

r / hr .

It i.s proposed that a lead ganuoa shi.e.ld be pla r.e,d in front of the
beam tube collimator

plug ~

Two i.ncbe s of lead in t.h:i.s posi.t:i.on should

cause few problems w i.th t.h.e ne,uuon be.am and should reduce the gamma to
approximately L 88 x 10

2

r /hr .

Some scattering wi.ll or c ur i.n. t he. crystal and in t .he ·beam cat cher .
Thi.s will, i.n both cases, be. less than 2 mr / hr at one foot from the
crystal or beam catcher .
The beam of gamma wi.Jl be di.ssi.pated by the concrete wall .

The

scattering from the wall wi.l.l b e le.ss t.han 2 mr /hr at one foot hom the
wall.
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General Considerations:
A monitor for gamma radiation is already present in the beam room .
This gives an annunciati.on and a rundown when the level exceeds 10 mr/h.r.
It is proposed that a neutron monitor also be installed.

The master

unit for this would be installed in the control room and a warning device
installed that would give an indication of a high neutron level in the
experimental area.
It is also proposed that the rotatina portion of the shield plug be
interlocked to aive an annunciation when the plug ia not in ita fully
It 11 further proposed that a rotatina red beacon be

clo1ed po1ition.

installed which would autanati.cally come on when the revolvina plug ia
not fully closed .
Calculation of Activation of Gases in Beam Tube and Possible Release:
Assume 6" diameter 10 feet long (this would be maximum poss~ble volume}
r

D = 6 11

= 3" = 7. 62

em

= 120" = 305 em
2

V = n(7 . 62) (305)
4 3
V = 5.57 x 10 cm

= 55. 7 liters

V

one mole

=

22. 41

V

= 2 . 48 moles

N

= 1. 5 x 10 24 atoms

.
..

A

- NO· ~

A

• (1.5

X

1024) (9.4

At» • 7.49

X

10

6

X

10

-3
} (0 . 53

X

10

-24

9
} (10 )
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6
C • 7 • 49- X 10
3. 7 X 10 10

• 2.02 x 10-4 curies

41

C • 0.202 m c of A

if N is used as a purge
A

•

• No~

A~ • (1.5

X

10

A • 1.66

X

10

~

C•

24) (3 .7

X

10-3) (30

X

10-6) (10-24 ) (10g)

2

2

·%•#
3.7

X

10
10
10

c • 4.3

x

lo-9

X

C • 0.0045

curie•

~c

Aetivity f.nduc@d in f.ho Air- tn t:ho

lt'lffHHim~nf.~l

Are1u

2

l.

A11ume maxi.mum beam of 2 in

2.

Aa1ume beam catcher 8 1 from be.am port total volume of air expoaed to

beam
V •

(A) (L)

v=

(2.54) (5.08) (96) (2 . 54)

V = 3.15

10 3

X

V = 3.15 liters

v = 3.15

22.4

V = 0 .141 moles
N

= 0.141

X

6.02

N = 8.45 x 10

22

X

10

atoms

23
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Activity Due to A41 Production:
No~

A00 •

AIS> • (8.45

10

X

A00 • 42.2 x 10

22

) (9.4

X

10- 3) (0.53

X

l0- 24 ) (10 9)

4

5

4.22
X 10
c .........
--.....:.:.....=-

3. 7

10 10

X

C • 1.14 x 10-5 curies
Assume this will be dispersed over enti.re volume of ai.r in room
(approximately 15' x 34' x 10 ')

V • 1.44

x

10 5 liters

5
101. 44 X 10 5
S • .79 x 10- 10 curies/liter
S • 0.079 x 10-6 ~c/ml

s •.L_l-4

X

Neutron ramainina after panina throuah material
N • N

e
0

-t8 t

N • 10 9 .-0.065(2)
N • 8. 78

X

10 8

or total scattered • 1.22 x 10

8

Assume isotropic scatter flux at 30 em (approximately 1')
A • 47Tr

2

..... ,.4
A • 1.13

X

10

1. 22

X

10

X

10

~

- 1.13

8

4

~ • 1.08 x 10 4 neutrons/cm 2 /sec
2.7 x 10 5 neutrons/cm 2 /sec • 1 rem/hr

dose. rate. at 30 em

a

1.08

X

10

2. 70

X

10

4
5

•

0 . 040 re.m/b.r

Gamma Attenuati.on by 5 em of Lead:
(Proposed gamma shi.eld in beam tube in front of collimator)

1 • 1

0

e

- IJX

A&aume minimum value for

• 2 x 10 3 r/hr
0
1 • 1
-0.475(5)
0 e
l • 2 x 10 3 e-2 · 37

1

I • 1.88 x 10 2 r/hr
Reduction of Gamma by Shielding Plug:
Uiina baryUI concrete front plus 50 1m Jortg

t

t
t

611

t

a·JJX

0

= 1.88 X 102 ~ -0 . 109(50)
= 1.88 X 10 2 ~-~ · 45

1 :: 0 ~ 81 t/ht
(Jamma OtitUt by

1

=

1

0

Li.~

Crystal:

e. . J.n t

-0.03(1)
2
1. • 1.88 (x 10 ) e
t - L 8.J

X

10

2

G~rnnut • cUtered

* ; r /b r

luilaume. itlotrop.i.c scatter at 1' lr:)m n ystal
A • 1.13 x 10
D

·l."h

X

4

10-

4

D • 4.4 x 10-4 r/hr
Doae rate at one foot from cr ysta l L/mr
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Scatter of Gamma from Concrete Wall :
ar ea of be am = 4 x 5 em = 20 cm 2
CJ

-p = N

~ e6
A

-=- 0.623
p

CJ

2

--

. 00602

CJ

.014

CJ

p

-

1024

X

(1/2) (0.04

X

10-24 )

Assume scatter of interest occurs in let em of concrete
I • unscattered gamma radiation
I • I e
0

- 'IJX

I • 1.88 x 10 2 e-· 014

I • 1.88

X

10

I • 1. 78

X

10

2

(.95)

2

I scattered • 10 r/hr
Assume isotropic scatter at 1' from surface
A • 0.56

X

10

10

D•
5.6

X

10

3

4

• 1.78 x 10-3 r / hr • 1.78 mr/ br
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